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A MINOR BRIEF ON THE
ARCHITECTURE OF THE FORMLESS

S

A CRACK UP + IRENE DUNNE
B HAHA
C BLAIR + CHUCK + SERENA
D WE MUST CRACK UP
E STARS
F DEBORD
G HEARST(’S)
H BATAILLE CAMEO
I TO NEVER APPEAR
J HUMAN FACE
K INSCRIPTION
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A “A grand collaboration between the laughter of

Irene Dunne, that melodic, quick stammer most
notable in the 1937 film The Awful Truth, and
the fragmented poetics and prose from F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s journals in his posthumously published
The Crack Up—one can hear Dunne laughing
behind and between Fitzgerald’s lines: ‘Her
unselfishness came in pretty small packages well
wrapped,’ and, ‘I feel as if I had a cannon ball in my
stomach,’ and, ‘Stifling as curtain dust.’ If there is
a history of the American fragment, it is located in
the collisions of a transatlantic accent, superfluous
witticisms and the formative link between a
whole image and the desire to crack (it) up at the
profound superficiality of appearance: It is in the
echoes from the mere, and the merely American,
utterance of Gatsby that one can account for the
current resurgence of a ubiquitous laughter.”
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C “For example, the

B “And it is, to be sure, the
currency of laughter that
defines the substrate of
the contemporary scene.
The examples are too
specific and never specific
enough: The show Gossip
Girl, or user status updates
on social networking
sites (which symbolize a
paradoxical relationship, an
imperative insignificance),
or the oscillation
associated with quick
blog entries or the online
photo diary post: even the
names of websites signal
this: Twitter, Flickr, Blip,
Bleep. To link their forms,
and these expressions,
to the condition of
their media would
mythologize a concretion,
eclipsing a brilliance
emblematic of Dunne’s
evocative abstraction, a
laughter and bliss that
recomposes and absolves
any solid relationship
of a responsibility to
knowledge.”

socialite youth in Gossip
Girl create new forms of
imageness and express
a multiplicity of the
I determined not by
reproducibilities inherent
to current technical
apparatuses, but rather
those apparatuses allowing
the splintered image of the
I to surface and be present.
It is a recovery of those
sometimes tangential,
sometimes central
moments of laughter
from Dunne. In Gossip
Girl, Blair is beholden to
a distinct pleasure of a
specifically manicured taste
and cunningly defends
it as the honor of her
image; Chuck’s desire is
only quenched performing
his weakness in image:
a psychological fortitude
spawned from deep
shortcomings of an elite
familial status; or Serena’s
battle against a particular
sense of pleasure, seeking
humility against an
animalistic bliss found only
in prodigal expenditure
specific to the Upper East
Side of Manhattan. The
performance of their
fragmented and fluctuating
images, where image is
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the only medium, has never
operated so clearly and
in tandem with a given
technology. And just as
well, Dunne’s laughter
has never been so exactly
mimicked, reformed with the
appendages of the internet,
pieces of atomic data,
splices of gossip, and all of
its accompanying excretions
of imageness.”

D “These impressions are
the syncing of a former
laughter with a particular
historical pitch. That the
narrative of Gossip Girl
is centered on updates
to a social blog, with a
narrator opening scenes
as one opens blog subject
lines, like, ‘Spotted: Blair
and Chuck reunited to
defend Serena’s honor,’ are
not reliant solely on the
specificity of the media,
but rather the media has
(finally?) effectively and
harmoniously become the
expression of a general
human currency: the
fragmentary, non-logical
difference manifest in the
I (or, the i: the iPod, iLife,
iPhone, eternally). To hear
Dunne’s laughter is to
encounter decadence, and it
is only in the contemporary

forms of connectivity and
communication that this
decadence, the decay of
exploitation against the
unitary I, undulates an
accord with Fitzgerald:
‘Remember this—if you shut
your mouth, you have your
answer.’ We must crack up.”

E “Stars—spectacular
representations of living
human beings—project
this general banality into
images of permitted
roles. As specialists of
apparent life, stars serve
as superficial objects that
people can identify with in
order to compensate for
the fragmented productive
specializations that they
actually live.” Guy Debord,
The Society of the Spectacle
(Thesis 60), 1967.

F “The central problem with
Debord is one of causality,
that there must be a cause,
THAT HE INDEED CREATES
THE CAUSE, THE SUN-STAR.”
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I “The same year Une Partie
screens marks the same
year Bataille’s movement
Contre-Attaque dissolved
and he founded Acéphale.
We receive a minor instance
of Bataille in this film during
what is considered a major
development in his writing
and thought. His ironic
staging of a priest provides
an image, a laughter to
his texts, a laughter that,
paradoxically, as Derrida
puts it, ‘never appears.’”

H “Georges Bataille appears
as an extra in Jean Renoir’s
1936 film Une Partie de
Campagne. Bataille plays one
in a cluster of priests. He
stands next to Henri CartierBresson in the scene. Bataille
had been married to Sylvia
Makles, who played a major
roll in Une Partie and who
had quickly become a famous
actress. Bataille and Makles
split in 1934 and divorced
in 1946 when Sylvia married
Jacques Lacan.”

J “It is understood that a
presence as irreducible as
that of the self has no place in
an intelligible universe, and
that, conversely, this external
universe has no place within
my self except through the aid
of metaphor.” Encyclopaedia
Acephalica, entry: Human Face.
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K “How bare is this place,
the end of my course.
given up the fight.
There’s left no trace
of me but the source,
which they did not cite.”
Karl Kraus, “Tomb Inscription.”
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